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Abstract: With the low-carbon economy advocated all over the world, how to use energy
reasonably and efficiently in public projects has become a major issue. It has brought many open
questions, including which method is more reasonable in evaluating the energy utilization of carbon
performance in public projects when the evaluation information is fuzzy; whether an indicator system
can be constructed; and which indicators have more impact on carbon performance. This article
aims to solve these problems. We propose a new carbon performance evaluation system for energy
utilization based on project processes (design, construction, and operation). Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy
Process (FAHP) is used to accumulate the indicator weights and cloud model is incorporated when
the indicator value is fuzzy. Finally, we apply our indicator system to a case study of the Xiangjiang
River project in China, which demonstrates the applicability and efficiency of our method.
Keywords: public projects; energy utilization evaluation; indicator system; FAHP model; cloud model

1. Introduction
Nature provides us the resources for economic development and takes back the wastes, e.g., the
greenhouse gases. The scale of this exchange between nature and human society has been increasing,
especially in the last few decades. Nevertheless, there are physical, biological and other limits set on
the capacity of nature to produce the resources and absorb the wastes. Exceeding these limits will
not only cause catastrophic, probably irreversible damages to the ecological balance in nature, but
also prevent the economy from further development and make people’s living conditions deteriorate.
Currently, the prevailing haze weather in northern China demonstrates that such problems, also
existing in many other countries and cultures, are becoming more and more serious and eventually
force governments to take more measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Let us consider the
economic development of China as an example: in order to meet the needs of the new normal economy
and promote economy growth steadily in China, the government strengthens large-scale investments
on public projects. Over 400 infrastructure projects of seven categories were approved by the State
Council of China with the total investment being more than ¥10 trillion by the end of 2014 to 2016,
and more than ¥7 trillion has been invested in 2015 [1]. However, at the same time, public projects
with large-scale investments also produce many negative effects on the environment and ecology.
According to official statistics, the greenhouse gas emissions from China reached 665 tons in 2008; what
is even worse, 83% of the total amount was carbon dioxide [2]. It has been pointed out that energy
consumption per unit GDP of China was eight times Japan, four times United States, and twice as
much as India and South Korea in 2010 [3]. The aforementioned data reflect that China pays a huge
price for these economic achievements. If China continues to maintain this growth rate, environmental
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deterioration and energy shortages will be the biggest bottlenecks for economic development in the
next 50 years.
To develop a low carbon economy, it is critical to reduce carbon emission effectively. The question
is, who should bear the main responsibility. Cust [4] insists that the governments should play guiding
roles in dealing with such issues. The construction of public projects has a significant impact on society,
ecology and natural environment. It is necessary for the government to synthetically evaluate whether
the construction of public projects meet the requirements of low-carbon economic development or
not. The meaning of synthetic evaluation is that it is based on the whole process of public projects
and evaluation indicators include three main parts, i.e., design, construction and operation indicators.
Meanwhile, it also includes qualitative and quantitative indicators. Besides, randomness of linguistic
decision-making information and the interaction of low carbon economy with low carbon energy
utilization should be taken into account. Nevertheless, to our knowledge, this kind of research is still
lacking at present. Thus, it is vital to study the evaluation of energy utilization in public projects under
the low-carbon performance.
1.1. The Performance Evaluation of Public Projects
The evaluation of energy utilization belongs to the performance evaluation of public projects.
The performance evaluation originally focuses on the financial evaluation, and then it develops into
the evaluation of social benefits, which is primarily based on welfare economics and Keynesian theory
(Keynesian economic theory is put forward by John Maynard Keynes, which mainly includes the
effective demand, investment demand and consumption demand) [5]. In 1996, Green et al. [6] used
data envelopment analysis (DEA) and cross-evaluation to rank projects. Up to now, the evaluation
system has included evaluation indicators and models that comprehensively consider the economic,
social, environmental and ecological factors. Earlier, a particular strand of literature used the improved
earned value analysis (EVA), two-dimensional structure model and progressive evaluation model to
evaluate project performance (Rodney [7]). Later, John et al. [8] proposed a performance evaluation
system of cooperative construction projects in Hong Kong. Almost at the same time, Gabriel et al. [9]
proposed the evaluation model combining incentives and certification targets together. Recently,
Lee [10] used the integrated two-stage multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) approach to evaluate
the relative weights of indicators and measure the relative efficiency of energy technologies against
high oil prices. Furthermore, Seung et al. [11] adopted 6σ principle to develop the method of improving
the performance target and the method of measuring the performance improvement. However, none
of these, DEA, improved EVA, etc., are systematic, and the interrelation between low-carbon energy
utilization with public projects performance is not involved and the interaction of low carbon economy
with low-carbon energy utilization has not been further studied. In addition, the above models neglect the
influence of the public projects construction on low carbon economy and low carbon energy utilization.
1.2. The Low-Carbon Economy Evaluation
To date, the low-carbon economy evaluation models are widely studied. Before evaluating the
low-carbon economy, it is necessary to establish a comprehensive indicator system. Therefore, some
researchers focused on the indicator system, analyzed the main factors that influence the effect of
the low-carbon economy [12,13], and considered the factors affecting carbon emissions and climate,
which are population size, industrialization, urbanization and economic development [14]. In addition,
Koji [15] designed a quantitative method to estimate low-carbon economy emissions from industry,
commerce, transportation and residential areas separately. On the basis of an indicator system, many
evaluation models are proposed from different aspects. For example, Zhang et al. [16] analyzed the
regional low-carbon economy efficiency in China based on the super slacks-based measure (Super-SBM)
model with CO2 emissions, the Super-SBM model considering undesirable outputs based on the SBM
DEA framework. Nieto-Morote et al. [17] proposed an approach based on the Fuzzy Sets Theory
and Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Guo [18] used the AHP and the fuzzy factors to evaluate the
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low-carbon economy. However, these models do not integrate low-carbon economic data with the
low carbon energy utilization. In addition, due to the complexities of the projects and the fuzziness
of people’s way of thinking, it is more appropriate for the decision-makers to describe their ideas
in natural language. When natural language is involved, both randomness and fuzziness should be
considered. In general, fuzziness mainly represents the uncertainty of the concept regarding the range of
extension, and randomness is a form of contingency, the uncertainty of each event in a certain probability
event set. Thus, we should take both of them into account in the evaluating process. Nevertheless, some
researchers ignore the randomness of linguistic decision-making information [19,20]. Obviously, the
chosen model should be more flexible and practical in dealing with fuzziness and randomness.
1.3. Fuzzy Linguistic Variables and Cloud Model
Generally, decision-makers tend to use fuzzy linguistic terms to express their viewpoints
containing important information, which is difficult to quantify. Some progress has been made
on this issue. Zadeh [21] proposed linguistic variable and applied it to approximate reasoning.
Cabrerizo [22] studied the consistency of linguistic variables with incomplete information. Fan and
Liu [23] proposed a method to deal with multi-granular linguistic information. Zhu et al. [24] evaluated
projects using non-formatted text information based on multi-granular linguistic labels. In the past
several decades, the problem of linguistic variables has been considered and many researchers studied
evaluation models and proposed numerous methods, which can be classified into four types: (I) the
linguistic computational model based on membership functions [25,26]; (II) the method based on
symbols [27–29]; (III) the model based on the 2-tuple linguistic representation [30–32]; and (IV) the
cloud model [33–35].
In recent years, the conversion from uncertain linguistic information to quantitative concept
has become the focus of many researchers. Evaluation results will become more reasonable and the
workload will be much less once this conversion problem is solved. Therefore, some researchers
propose the cloud model, which considers fuzziness, randomness and their association relationship
based on the normal distribution and the Gaussian membership function [33,36,37]. The main
contribution of the cloud model is that it transforms qualitative concepts into quantitative ones
with three parameters describing the numerical characters of qualitative concepts [34]. Therefore, the
cloud model is more objective and less information-losing than other methods. It has been successfully
applied to numerous fields, such as data mining [38], knowledge discovery [39], network security [40],
image segmentation [41] and linguistic MCDM [42]. Certainly, there are other ways transforming
uncertain linguistic information into numbers, such as the defuzzifying method [43], and transforming
uncertain linguistic evaluation information into trapezoidal fuzzy numbers [44]. However, in the
construction of indicator system, we found that it includes both quantitative and qualitative indicators.
Moreover, there is no standard reference for experts to evaluate qualitative indicators. Uncertain linguistic
information is given by the experts and increases the difficulty of evaluation. Fortunately, cloud model
has outstanding performance in solving this problem. Therefore, cloud model is adopted in the present
paper for the conversion between quantitative and qualitative concepts.
1.4. Motivation
Currently, there are some problems in the assessment of energy utilization in large public projects.
For example, since natural language is flexible and reasonable, in order to truly express decision-makers’
preferences, it is more appropriate for them to use the linguistic description instead of other descriptions
to express their assessments [45,46]. However, the question is, which method is more reasonable to
convert the linguistic variables to numbers. Moreover, when we evaluate energy utilization of carbon
performance, problems like which indicator system can be used and which indicators of low carbon
measures should be aimed at, are still pending and become barriers in the development of low
carbon economy. Hence, it is urgent to study the performance evaluation of energy utilization within
low-carbon economy. In this paper, we present a low-carbon evaluation indicator system, and a new
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evaluation model of carbon performance. As mentioned above, the cloud model and FAHP are more
effective in describing qualitative concepts and providing new solutions to the evaluation problems.
In this paper, we use the cloud model combined with FAHP to remove some deficiencies in the
aforementioned
research.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces evaluation indicator system
a low-carbon evaluation indicator system, and a new evaluation model of carbon performance. As
of energy utilization under carbon performance. The details of the evaluation model are given in
mentioned above, the cloud model and FAHP are more effective in describing qualitative concepts
Sectionand
3. providing
Section 4 new
presents
an empirical example that shows that the methodology is practically
solutions to the evaluation problems. In this paper, we use the cloud model
applicable.
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Table 1. The energy utilization evaluation indicators and indicator description.
Indicator

Indicator Description

Reasonable arrangement degree of energy
recycling system B11

There is a scientific planning in the construction phase for the
project’s energy recycling.

The utilization rate of renewable
energy B12

The utilization rate of renewable energy = The utilization of
renewable energy/The utilization of total energy

The equipment efficiency B13

The effective availability of the equipment.

The utilization rate of resource
recycling B14

The rate of recyclable material = The amount of recyclable
materials/The total amount of all materials.

Energy saving construction method and
technology B15

Whether the energy saving construction method and technology
are used in the process of the projects construction or not.

The utilization degree of renewable energy
technology B16

The more we use the renewable energy technology in the
projects, the more carbon dioxide emissions we can reduce to
meet the requirements of low-carbon economy development.

The energy consumption in the
construction and transportation
process B17

In order to save the energy consumption, we adopt the
proximity principle for energy use in the construction process.

The amount of energy power saving in the
project(kilowatt) B21

The amount of power saving after the project completed.
Saving 1 kilowatt hour of power = reducing 0.997 kg carbon
dioxide emissions = reducing 0.272 kg “carbon” emissions

The amount of coal saving in the
project (kg) B22

The amount of coal saving after the project completed.
Saving 1 kg of standard coal = reducing 2.493 kg carbon dioxide
emissions = reducing 0.68 kg “carbon” emissions

The amount of gasoline saving in the
project B23

Saving one liter of gasoline = reducing 2.3 kg carbon dioxide
emissions = reducing 0.627 kg “carbon” emissions

The amount of diesel saving in the
project B24

The amount of diesel saved after the project completed.
Saving one liter of diesel = reducing 2.63 kg carbon dioxide
emissions = reducing 0.717 kg “carbon” emissions

The utilization rate of waste recycling B25

The waste recycling in the project = The amount of waste
reduced by recycling the waste in the project/the total weight in
the construction and demolition of the project

The utilization of combustible gas
recycling B26

Combustible gas produced during the project should be
recycling, the situation of the repeated use.

The re-utilization degree of extra heat and
pressure B27

Re-use situation of the residual pressure and waste heat
in this project.

Highly-efficient utilization of water
resources B28

According to “making the best use of high quality water, and
saving low quality water” principle.

The utilization rate of recycling water
resources B29

In order to realize sewage recycling use, and improve the
recycling utilization of water resources, energy-saving
innovation technology for sewage disposing is used.

High-carbon emission energy
utilization B210

The utilization of energy with high-carbon emission
should be minimized.

The carbon-dioxide emission reduced B211

The amount of carbon-dioxide emissions reduced.

The coefficient of energy carbon emission
in the project B212

The coefficient of energy carbon emission = carbon
emission/energy consumption, the index is used to check out
whether the structure of energy in the project meets the
requirements of low-carbon economy development.

The saving degree of resources utilization
in the process B213

The utilization degree of low carbon materials in the project, and
the level of using low-carbon technologies.

Environment conservation B31

The waste-disposing situation in the operation process, and the
complaints from the surrounding residents.
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Table 1. Cont.
Indicator

Indicator Description

The rate of planting in the project B32

The rate of planting = planting area in the project/total area of
the project, the bigger the planting area are, the more the carbon
dioxide can be absorbed by the vegetation.

Environmental noise B33

To check out the level of the environment noise after the project
completed, the environmental noise should be minimized.

Project impact in the natural landscape B34

To check out whether the project influences the local natural
landscape, and whether the influence is positive or negative.

Emissions of sewage pollution in the
project B35

After the standard disposal, sewage emissions in the
implementation should be minimized.

Emissions of waste pollution in the
project B36

After the standard disposal, waste emissions in the
implementation should be minimized.

Emissions of exhaust gas in the project B37

After the standard disposal, exhaust gas emissions
should be minimized.

3. Methodology
In this section, we propose an evaluation model, including the method for obtaining indicator
weights and the cloud model. By comparing various methods, we adopt fuzzy analytic hierarchy
process (FAHP) to obtain the indicator weights, and then use the cloud model for the evaluation.
3.1. FAHP Approach
In most literature, AHP is used to determine the weight of the indicators. The key of AHP is
to establish the judgment matrix, which directly affects the scientificity and rationality of the result.
However, according to the research result in AHP, judgment matrix of AHP can better reflect the
extreme importance of the indicators. Unfortunately, the degrees of importance between indicators are
almost “much more”, “more” and “slightly more” in the indicator system we put forward; thus, is
not appropriate to continue using AHP to get the weight of indicators. Therefore, we introduce fuzzy
analytic hierarchy process (FAHP). Compared with AHP, FAHP uses a different method to obtain the
relative importance of each indicator weight, and it can perfectly reflect the degree of importance,
which were previously classified into “much more”, “more” and “slightly more” [52]. Moreover, FAHP
can also effectively alleviate the problem of ambiguity [53]. Thus, FAHP is more suitable to assign
weights than AHP in public projects.
3.1.1. Getting the Fuzzy Consistent Judgment Matrix
As mentioned above, Bi represents the evaluation indicator, i = 1,2,¨ ¨ ¨ ,n and n is the number of
indicators. Let rij describe the importance degree (i.e., fuzzy relation’s membership degree) between
Bi and Bj , where i = 1, 2, . . . , n, j = 1, 2, . . . , n. According to the literature (Calabrese et al. [54]), the
0.1–0.9 scale is adopted, and the relationships are found in Table 2.
Table 2. Importance degree and corresponding value.
Scale
rij
rij
rij
rij
rij

= 0.9
= 0.8
= 0.7
= 0.6
= 0.5

Definition

Illustration

Absolutely more important
Much more important
More important
Slightly more important
Equally important
Reverse comparison

Bi is absolutely more important than Bj
Bi is much more important than Bj
Bi is more important than Bj
Bi is slightly more important than Bj
Bi is as important as Bj
r ji “ 1 ´ rij
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By comparing various criteria or indicators, the scholars in related field give rij ; thus, we get the
fuzzy judgment matrix.
»
fi
r11 r12 ... r1n
— r
r12 ... r2n ffi
—
ffi
R “ — 21
(1)
ffi
– ...
... ... ... fl
rn1 rn2 ... rnn
3.1.2. The Indicator Weights
Based on the method from the literature, we can obtain indicator weights [55,56]. wi is the weight
of Bi . The number of experts is m, and these m experts give m different fuzzy consistent judgment
matrices; for instance, expert k gives the fuzzy consistent judgment matrix Rpkq , k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , m.
»
—
—
R pk q “ —
–

r11 pkq
r21 pkq
...
rn1 pkq

r12 pkq
r12 pkq
...
rn2 pkq

...
...
...
...

r1n pkq
r2n pkq
...
rnn pkq

fi
ffi
ffi
ffi
fl

(2)

m
ř

A new matrix can be obtained by averaging these matrices, i.e., R “
»
—
—
R“—
–

r11
r21
...
rn1

r12
r22
...
rn2

...
...
...
...

r1n
r2n
...
rnn

Rpkq

k“1

m

.

fi
ffi
ffi
ffi
fl

(3)

When the fuzzy judgment matrix is consistent, the above matrix has the following properties:
(1) rii “ 0.5, pi, j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nq
(2) rij “ 1 ´ r ji , pi, j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nq
(3) rij “ rik ´ r jk , pi, j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nq
When the matrix is consistent, the weight is obtained by Equation (4).
m

wi “

1
1
1ÿ
´
`
rik i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n; β ě pn ´ 1q{2
n 2β n

(4)

k “1

When the matrix is not consistent, the equation of weight is,
n

wi “

ÿ
1
n
1
´
`
rik i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n; β ě pn ´ 1q{2
n 4βpn ´ 1q 2βpn ´ 1q

(5)

k “1

where β is a measure of the difference degree between the judgment elements, and is generally
affected by the number of objects and the extent of the size. We take β “ pn ´ 1q {2 as an example; the
difference caused by β is small when n is large enough. Therefore, we can calculate the weights wi of
the indicators Bi .
3.2. Cloud Model
3.2.1. The Concept of Cloud
The Cloud model is used to transform qualitative linguistic information into corresponding
membership degree, and the model also combines the fuzziness and randomness of the natural
linguistic [57].
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Let U be the universe of discourse and T be a qualitative concept in U. If x px Ď Xq is a random
`
` 1
˘
1 ˘
realization of the concept T, x satisfies x : N Ex , En2 and En : N En , He2 , µ P r0, 1s is the certainty
degree of x belonging to T. µ is the membership grade,
«
µ “ exp ´

px ´ Ex q2
1

2pEn q

ff

2

(6)

Then, the distribution of x in the universe U is called a normal cloud (referred to as “cloud” in
the rest of this paper), and the cloud can be denoted as px, µq. For simplicity of notation, it is shown
as follows,
µ T pXq : U Ñ r0, 1s, @x P X, pX Ď Uq, x Ñ µ T pxq
Based on the cloud theory, the mapping relationship between element x and relevant concept T
membership degree is different with the traditional fuzzy membership degree.
The normal distribution is the basis of cloud model. Since the expectation curve of the cloud
is close to normal or half-normal distribution in social and natural sciences, the normal distribution
becomes universal. According to the numerical characteristics of cloud, we can understand the concept
of qualitative and quantitative characteristics. The three parameters, the expectation Ex , the entropy En
and the ultra-entropy He , are the digital characteristics of the cloud. The expectation Ex is the expected
value of domain space in the qualitative linguistic concept, and Ex is the best representative value
of qualitative linguistic concept. The entropy En is the acceptable range value of domain space in
the qualitative concept and measures fuzziness of qualitative concept. In addition, En reflects the
probability of linguistic value and the randomness of cloud droplets appear in the qualitative concept.
Furthermore, the entropy represents the relevance of fuzziness and randomness. The ultra-entropy He
is the entropy of entropy En , which is the grade of membership of random variation, and indicates
the discrete degree and thickness of cloud droplet. The cloud model fully expresses the fuzziness and
randomness of the qualitative linguistic, thus is more objective than the other methods.
3.2.2. The Level of Evaluation and Numerical Property
It can be seen from the introduction that numerous studies do not deal with uncertain linguistic,
especially when the qualitative linguistic variables are interval values. The cloud model is an effective
way to solve this problem. The key idea of the cloud model is to transform vague linguistic variables
into clouds and build the clouds. According to the three parameters of the last cloud, result of the
assessment is clear.
To describe the method explicitly, let us start with some explanations.
‚

Fuzzy linguistic variable

If S = {sB /B = -t,...,t,t P N} is a finite and totally ordered discrete term set, N is the set
´ of
¯ all
non-negative integers, and sB represents the possible value of a linguistic variable. Let Rm be aijm
sˆn

where Rm is the uncertain linguistic variable matrix given by the expert Em ; aij denotes the interval
linguistic values, where aij = [si ,sj ], (si ,sj ) P S,´tďiďjďt; and s´t and st represent the lower limit and
upper limit of linguistic variables [58], respectively. The values of linguistic variables are not numbers.
The evaluation standard of the present study adopts five Likert scales S, defined as
S “ ts´2 “ poor, s´1 “ f air, s0 “ average, s1 “ good, s2 “ excellentu
For instance, if aij = [s1 ,s2 ], it means that the expert’s assessment for indicator is between “good”
and “excellent”, and if aij = [s1 ,s1 ], it means that the expert’s evaluation tends to be “good”.

S  {s2  poor ,s1  fair ,s0  average , s1  good,s2  excellent}

For instance, if aij  [s1 , s2 ] , it means that the expert’s assessment for indicator is between
“good” and “excellent”, and if aij  [s1 , s1 ] , it means that the expert’s evaluation tends to be “good”.
Sustainability 2016, 8, 630
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Transforming linguistic variables into clouds

Since we cannot
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‚
Transforming
linguistic
variables
intolinguistic
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, Y1 n / 2 Ex1n/2 , En1n/2 , H e1n/2 ,
can be defined as,Yrespectively,
1 Ex1 , En1 , H e1 , Y1 Ex1 , En1 , H e1 ,











, H nq{
Y´1 pEx´1 , En´1 , He´1 q, Y1 pExY1 ,n E1n/ 21 , E
Hxen11q,/2 ¨, ¨E¨n,n1Y
/2 p1´en
1/2
2
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xp1´nq{2 , Enp1´nq{2 , Hep1´nq{2 q,

Ypn´1q{2 pExpn´1q{2 , Enpn´1q{2 , Hepn´1q{2 q
The method of generating five
clouds is based on the golden section method. The numerical
feature of cloud is as follows:
The method of generating five clouds is based on the golden section method. The numerical
feature of cloud
Ex0 is Xasminfollows:
 X max  2 , Ex2  X min , Ex2  X max , Ex1  Ex0  0.382  X min  X max  2 ,

; E, nE
 Emin
0.382
xX max“ X2min
 EEnx1 
0.382  X min  X max  6 ,
 0.618En1, , EE
x0 `
min E
n1 “
Ex0 E“x1 pX
Xmax qX{2,
0 x2 “ Xmax
x´1
´2
0 ´ 0.382pXmin ` Xmax q {2,
 Enn1`1/ 0.618
Ex1 “ Ex0 ` 0.382pXmin ` Xmax q {2;EEnn2 0“En0.618E
, En´1. “ En`1 “ 0.382pXmin ´ Xmax q {6,
2
E
“ E `2 “ En`1 {0.618.
For a given H e0 , H e1  H e1  H e0 n/ ´2
0.618 n[59].
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Step 1:
1: If
If there
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are b bevaluation
evaluation
indicators
indicator
layer,
indicators
in
c evaluation
Step
indicators
in in
thethe
indicator
layer,
c evaluation
indicators
in the
the criterion
layer,
FAHP
to obtain
corresponding
indicatorweight
weightofofeach
eachlevel,
level, and
and the
the
criterion
layer,
we we
useuse
FAHP
to obtain
thethe
corresponding
indicator
weights
w
b, wc satisfies wb  [0,1], wc  [0,1] , w1  w2  ...  wb  1, w1  w2  ...  wc  1 .
weights wb , wc satisfies wb P r0, 1s, wc P r0, 1s, w1 ` w2 ` ... ` wb “ 1, w1 ` w2 ` ... ` wc “ 1.
“
‰
the uncertain
linguistic
variables
given
by they
experts,
they
be
Step 2:2:IfIf si[, ssij, sare
the uncertain
linguistic
variables
given by
experts,
should
be should
translated
j ] are
`
˘
into
two clouds.
Let clouds.
si Ñ yi “
pExisi, 
Eniy, iHei(qEbe
the left cloud and s Ñ y j “
bexj ,the
translated
into two
Let
andExjs,j E
 (E
Enj ,right
H ej )
nj , yH
xi , Eni , H ei ) be the leftj cloud
j ej
cloud. Comprehensive cloud yp “ pEx , En , He q can be obtained by merging the two clouds. However,
there are generally two cases, one is the two clouds disjoint, another is them intersect. Therefore, we
need to calculate it separately.
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When the left cloud and right cloud disjoint, the calculation method is illustrated in Equation (7).
Exq “ rpExi ` 3Eni q ` pEx j ´ 3En j qs{2
Enq “ maxtpEx ´ Exi q{3, pEx j ´ Ex q{3u
b
Heq “ He2i ` He2j

(7)

When the left cloud and right cloud intersect, the calculation method is illustrated in Equation (8).
Exi Eni ` Ex j En j

Ex q “

Eni ` En j

Enq “ maxpEni ` pEx ´ Exi q{3, En j ` pEx j ´ Ex q{3q
b
Heq “ He2i ` He2j

(8)

where q “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , b, b is the number of evaluation indicators in the indicator layer.
In this process, we obtain the comprehensive clouds of the indicator layer, and make preparation
for the cloud merging in the criterion layer.
Step 3: From the steps above we know that there are b fundamental clouds according to every
expert’s linguistic assessment, i.e., Y1m pEx1 , En1 , He1 q, Y2m pEx2 , En2 , He2 q, . . . , Ybm pExb , Enb , Heb q, where m
is the number of respondents. Based on the fundamental clouds, a floating cloud can be generated.
If the digital characteristics of generated floating clouds is Y m pExmp , Enmp , Hemp q, then
Exmp “ w1 Ex1 ` w2 Ex2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` wb Exb
Enmp “

w1 Ex1 En1 ` w2 Ex2 En2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` wb Exb Enb
w1 E x1 ` w2 E x2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` w b E x b
b
Hemp “ He21 ` He22 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ He2b

(9)

In the above Equation, p “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , c, wi , i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , b denotes the corresponding
indicator weight.
In this step, we obtain clouds that correspond with the indicators in the criterion layer by merging
the cloud droplets in the index layer.
Step 4: Assume that there are m respondents, the weight of each respondent is Bm , satisfying
Bm P r0, 1s, B1 ` B2 ` ... ` Bh “ 1, where m “ 1, 2, ...h. Most of the respondents are public projects
practitioners and academicians, and the weight represents the evaluation of respondents about their
work experiences, authorities and research results. Specific weights can be obtained by scoring each
other, then unitizing the scores. Combing the weights and the evaluation, we obtain a comprehensive
final assessment of all respondents, i.e., YpE x p , En p , H e p q.
Ex p “

h
ÿ

Bm Exmp

m “1
h
ř

En p “

Bm Exmp Enmp

m “1
h
ř

m“1

Hep

(10)
Bm Exmp

g
f h
fÿ
“e
Hem2
p
m “1

where p “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , c, m “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , h.
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Based on the two steps above, we can obtain the comprehensive clouds of the indicators in the
criteria layer, namely, the evaluation value of each indicator in the criteria layer.
Step 5: After finding c comprehensive clouds in the criteria layer, we can obtain the final cloud
drop Y pEx , En , He q using the method similar to Step 4. The final cloud is the comprehensive evaluation
value of the public project,
E x “ w1 E x1 ` w2 E x2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` w c E x c
En “

w1 E x1 E n1 ` w2 E x2 E n2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` w c E x c E n c
w1 E x1 ` w2 E x2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` w c E x c
b
2
2
2
He “ H e1 ` H e2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` H ec

(11)

Through the steps of calculating indicator weights, transforming linguistic variables into clouds
and merging the clouds, the cloud for each indicator is obtained. Since the cloud model incorporates
the fuzziness and randomness of a qualitative concept with three numerical characteristics, it is very
clear to see the evaluation score as well as the effects of fuzziness and randomness.
4. Empirical Results
In this section, we take the River Control Project of the Xiangjiang River as an example, and use
the method proposed in Section 3 to evaluate the energy utilization of carbon performance in public
projects. The feasibility of our method can be demonstrated by this example and it can also work as
a reference for similar evaluation problems.
4.1. Project Introduction
In recent years, the Xiangjiang River of Hunan Province, China has significantly changed in
drought seasons. The low water level of the Xiangjiang River decreased substantially. According to the
government data, the lowest water level before 2008 was 25.15 m in 2007, while it became only 20.24 m
in 2015, and the drought season in Hunan province usually lasts up to six months. This low-water-level
problem not only threatens the urban water supply as the consumption of city water keeps increasing,
but also affects the grade of waterway and the shipping capacity. To fix these problems, the local
government in Changsha, Hunan initiated the River Control Projects. The main constructions of
these projects include navigation lock, spillway, hydropower station, dam bypass, entrance roads,
administrative zone and accessory constructions.
4.2. Weight Results
Before evaluating by the cloud model, we should obtain the weights of indicators in each level.
FAHP can perfectly reflect the degree of importance and effectively reduce ambiguity; therefore, when it
comes to fuzzy linguistic information evaluation, it is the better way to obtain the weights. Combined with
cloud model, it can significantly reduce the fuzziness and improve the accuracy of evaluation.
We will put individual sub-projects of the city-river dam project together, and evaluate them
as a group. As mentioned in the previous section, there are three layers of the indicators and there
are three indicators in the criteria layer: the design indicator B1 , the construction indicator B2 and
the operational indicator B3 . We take the criteria layer as example to illustrate how to determine the
weight of each indicator by FAHP. In addition, we send the questionnaire to six experts in the field of
public projects. According to opinions of experts, there are six comparison judgment matrices, R1 , R2 ,
R3 , R4 , R5 and R6 , in accordance with three indicators in the criteria layer.
¨

0.5
˚
R1 “ ˝ 0.5
0.4

0.5
0.5
0.4

˛
¨
0.6
0.5
‹
˚
0.6 ‚ R2 “ ˝ 0.6
0.5
0.5

0.4
0.5
0.5

˛
¨
0.5
0.5
‹
˚
0.5 ‚ R3 “ ˝ 0.7
0.5
0.4

0.3
0.5
0.6

˛
0.6
‹
0.4 ‚
0.5
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¨

0.5
˚
R4 “ ˝ 0.6
0.5

0.4
0.5
0.4

¨
˛
0.5
0.5
˚
‹
0.6 ‚R5 “ ˝ 0.4
0.3
0.5

0.6
0.5
0.3

¨
˛
0.5
0.7
˚
‹
0.7 ‚R6 “ ˝ 0.4
0.4
0.5

0.6
0.5
0.4

˛
0.6
‹
0.6 ‚
0.5

Calculating the average of six comparison judgment matrices above, we obtain
¨

˛
0.5 0.47 0.58
˚
‹
R “ ˝ 0.53 0.5 0.57 ‚
0.42 0.43 0.5

(12)

Since the matrix R is consistent, we use Equation (4) to calculate the corresponding weight of
the indicators. Let β “ pn ´ 1q{2, n “ 3, and w1 , w2 , and w3 denote the weights of B1 , B2 , and
B3 , respectively.
Therefore, we can calculate weights of three indicators, i.e., w1 “ 0.42, w2 “ 0.33, and w3 “ 0.25
in the criteria layer. Similarly, using the FAHP, we can calculate the weight of the indicators and the
comprehensive weight of indicator, (Table 3).
Table 3. The weight table.
Criteria Layer Weight

Indicator Weight

Comprehensive Weight

B1 p0.42q

B11
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
B17

(0.12)
(0.16)
(0.07)
(0.24)
(0.09)
(0.13)
(0.19)

0.0504
0.0672
0.0294
0.1008
0.0378
0.0546
0.0798

B2 p0.33q

B21 (0.14)
B22 (0.05)
B23 (0.07)
B24 (0.05)
B25 (0.05)
B26 (0.11)
B27 (0.06)
B28 (0.09)
B29 (0.06)
B210 (0.09)
B211 (0.08)
B212 (0.07)
B213 (0.11)

0.0462
0.0165
0.0231
0.0165
0.0165
0.0363
0.0198
0.0198
0.0198
0.0297
0.0264
0.0231
0.0363

B3 p0.25q

B31
B32
B33
B34
B35
B36
B37

0.0400
0.0325
0.0300
0.0200
0.0475
0.0250
0.0550

(0.16)
(0.13)
(0.12)
(0.08)
(0.19)
(0.10)
(0.22)

Note: According to the Equations (1)–(5), weights of the indicators are obtained.

4.3. Evaluation Results
After getting the weight of indicators, we use the questionnaire form for survey. Thirty-seven
experts of the city river multi-purpose project completed the survey. In the end, we received 34 valid
questionnaires and retrieved the original data of multi-purpose projects performance evaluation.
We then input these data into the cloud model to estimate the performance of the project energy utilization.
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then input these data into the cloud model to estimate the performance of the project energy
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interval,
such
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grade has five classes, i.e. excellent (90–100 points), good (80–90 points), average (60–80 points), fair
(40–60 points) and poor (0–40 points). The calculation steps are as follows:
The questionnaire uses the interval method, in which the experts will give an assessment interval,
First, we determine the value of each cloud based on the Likert scale and use the golden section
such as rs´1 , s0 s, rs1 , s1 s based on what they know about the subject. Besides, the evaluate grade
method to generate five clouds, and the conclusion domain, i.e., [ X min , X max ]  [0,100] , where
has five classes, i.e., excellent (90–100 points), good (80–90 points), average (60–80 points), fair
H e  0.1 , and then we find the numerical characteristics of the five clouds as,
(40–60
points) and poor (0–40 points). The calculation steps are as follows:
First,
value
each
onmaxthe
Likert scale and use the golden section
Ex0  we
 X max  2the
 50
 X mindetermine
E of 
X mincloud
 0 based
E X
 100
, x
, x
,
method to generate five clouds, and the conclusion domain, i.e., rXmin , Xmax s “ r0, 100s, where
E

E

0.382
X

X
2

30.9
E

E

0.382
X
 69.1
 find

 minfive Xclouds
He0 “ 0.1,
characteristics
of the
x1 and
x0 then we
min the
maxnumerical
x1
x0
max  2as,
,
,
Ex0 “ pXmin ` Xmax q {2 “ 50, Ex´2 “ Xmin “ 0, Ex2 “ Xmax “ 100,
En1  En1  0.382  X min  X max  6  6.37 En  0.618En  3.93 En  En  En 0.618  10.31
Ex´1 “ Ex0 ´ 0.382pXmin ` Xmax q {2 “ 30.9,
, Ex1 “ Ex0 ` 0.382pX,min ` Xmax q {2 “ 69.1,
,
q
{6
“
6.37,
E
“
E
“
0.382pX
´
X
0.618E
H e EnH

H
0.618

0.16
H

H

H
0.618
0.26 n`1 “ 3.93, En´2 “ En`2 “ En`1 {0.618 “ 10.31,
ne`1
n0 “ 
min
e max
e
e
´1e
,
.
He´1 “ He1 “ He0 {0.618 “ 0.16, He´2 “ He2 “ He`1 {0.618 “ 0.26.
Thus, these five clouds are Y2 (0,10.31,0.26) , Y1 (30.9,6.37,0.16) , Y0 (50,3.93,0.1) ,
Thus, these five clouds are Y´2 p0, 10.31, 0.26q, Y´1 p30.9, 6.37, 0.16q, Y0 p50, 3.93, 0.1q,
Y1 (69.1,6.37,0.16)
, respectively. Figure 3 illustrates the five clouds of the
Y
p69.1,
6.37, 0.16qand
andY2Y(100,10.31,0.26)
`2 p100, 10.31, 0.26q, respectively. Figure 3 illustrates the five clouds
`1
cloud
of the model.
cloud model.
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The evaluation
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result clouds.
clouds.

Second, the floating clouds are merged. For example, indicators evaluation results of Expert 1 are
shown in the Table 4. The information is fuzzy, and we need to build the two clouds. If the two clouds
are disjoint, e.g., B12 , we use Equation (7) to obtain the comprehensive cloud, i.e., YB12 p78.64, 7.12, 0.31q.
If the two clouds are joint, e.g., B11 , we use Equation (8) to obtain the comprehensive cloud, i.e.,
YB11 p100, 10.31, 0.37q. Similarly, the other comprehensive clouds of the indicators under B1 can be
obtained. The results are shown in Table 4.
We then calculate the evaluation of the Expert 1 about B1 based on Equation (9), i.e.,
YB1 p70.91, 6.88, 0.71q, YB2 p67.22, 7.97, 0.79q, and YB3 p61.82, 5.87, 0.50q. Similarly, we can calculate the
evaluation of other experts about B1 , B2 , and B3. According to the scores given by respondents, the
their weights can be obtained, i.e., (0.031, 0.028, 0.025, 0.03, 0.031, 0.025, 0.03, 0.035, 0.028, 0.033, 0.027,
0.03, 0.026, 0.031, 0.026, 0.032, 0.025, 0.034, 0.028, 0.03, 0.027, 0.03, 0.027, 0.028, 0.029, 0.034, 0.03, 0.028,
0.03, 0.025, 0.032, 0.029, 0.035, 0.031).
According to Equation (10), the comprehensive cloud is the final result, Y B1 p71.88, 6.97, 0.69q.
Similarly, we can calculate Y B2 p66.89, 7.57, 0.77q and Y B3 p63.58, 6.41, 0.81q.
Finally, according to Equation (11), the comprehensive evaluation of low carbon economy of
public works project is calculated, i.e., Yp68.16, 967, 1.31q. We then can draw the cloud picture. Figure 4
illustrates the three parameters of the result.
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Table 4. The comprehensive cloud of the indicators under B1
Indicators

The Assessment Results of
Expert 1

Comprehensive Cloud
pEx , En , He q

Indicator Weights wij

B11
rs2 , s2 s
(100,10.31,0.37)
0.12
B12
rs1 , s2 s
(78.64,7.12,0.31)
0.16
B13
rs´1 , s0 s
(44.11,4.67,0.19)
0.07
B14
rs1 , s1 s
(69.10,6.37,0. 23)
0.24
B15
rs1 , s2 s
(78.64,7.12,0.31)
0.09
B16
rs1 , s1 s
(69.10,6.37,0.23)
0.13
B17
rs0 , s1 s
(55.89,4.40,0.19)
0.19
B21
rs1 , s1 s
(69.10,6.37,0.23)
0.14
B22
rs0 , s1 s
(55.89,4.40,0.19)
0.05
B23
rs0 , s1 s
(55.89,4.40,0.19)
0.07
B24
rs´1 , s0 s
(44.11,4.67,0.19)
0.05
B25
rs1 , s1 s
(69.10,6.37,0.23)
0.05
B26
rs1 , s1 s
(69.10,6.37,0.23)
0.11
B27
rs0 , s1 s
(55.89,4.40,0.19)
0.06
B28
rs1 , s2 s
(78.64,7.12,0.31)
0.09
B29
rs0 , s1 s
(55.89,4.40,0.19)
0.06
B210
rs1 , s1 s
(69.10,6,37,0.16)
0.09
B211
rs0 , s1 s
(55.89,4.40,0.19)
0.08
B212
rs1 , s2 s
(78.64,7.12,0.31)
0.07
B213
rs1 , s1 s
(69.10,6,37,0.16)
0.11
B31 8, 630
rs0 , s1 s
(55.89,4.40,0.19)
0.16
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B32
rs0 , s1 s
(55.89,4.40,0.19)
0.13
B
rs0 , s0 s
(50.00,3.93,0.10)
0.12
Finally, 33
according to Equation
(11), the comprehensive evaluation of low carbon economy of
B34
rs0 , s1 s
(55.89,4.40,0.19)
0.08
public works
Y  68.16,.967,1.31
 . We then can draw the
B35 project is calculated,
rs1 , s2i.e.,
s
(78.64,7.12,0.31)
0.19cloud picture.
B36
rs0 , s0 s of the result. (50.00,3.93,0.10)
0.10
Figure 4 illustrates
the three parameters
B37
rs1 , s1 s
(69.10,6,37,0.16)
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In the result of the evaluation model, the entropy En is 7.97 and ultra-entropy He is 0.96. As
In the result of the evaluation model, the entropy En is 7.97 and ultra-entropy He is 0.96.
mentioned in the previous section, the entropy En is a measure of concentration and stability about
As mentioned in the previous section, the entropy En is a measure of concentration and stability
assessment model, and the ultra-entropy He is a measure of fuzziness and randomness of natural
about assessment model, and the ultra-entropy He is a measure of fuzziness and randomness of natural
linguistic information. From the results of the entropy En and ultra-entropy He, we can see that
linguistic information. From the results of the entropy En and ultra-entropy He , we can see that
concentration and stability of the assessment model can be accepted. From the final result, the
concentration and stability of the assessment model can be accepted. From the final result, the energy
energy utilization comprehensive evaluation of carbon performance in this project is 68.16, and the
utilization comprehensive evaluation of carbon performance in this project is 68.16, and the class of
class of the river multi-purpose project is “Average”.
the river multi-purpose project is “Average”.
As can be seen from the three indicators in the criterion level, score for design indicator is
As can be seen from the three indicators in the criterion level, score for design indicator is higher
higher than the other two ones, which means the designers paid great attention to reducing carbon
than the other two ones, which means the designers paid great attention to reducing carbon emissions
emissions in the engineering design stage, but did not do well in the course of implementation. As a
in the engineering design stage, but did not do well in the course of implementation. As a result,
result, scores in the operation indicator is lower than in the construction indicator. Therefore, in
order to reduce carbon-dioxide emissions, we should not only pay attention to the design phase, but
also the construction and operation phases. As for each indicator in different phases, which is
influenced by different factors, the scores they received are certainly different. In the project design
phase, the designers pay more attentions to environmental protection, and scores are relatively
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scores in the operation indicator is lower than in the construction indicator. Therefore, in order to
reduce carbon-dioxide emissions, we should not only pay attention to the design phase, but also the
construction and operation phases. As for each indicator in different phases, which is influenced
by different factors, the scores they received are certainly different. In the project design phase, the
designers pay more attentions to environmental protection, and scores are relatively better than other
phases. Especially, the scores of utilization rate of renewable energy and energy consumption are
the highest. Due to the limitation of cost, there are some restrictions for the application of advanced
technology, so scores of the efficiency of equipment, energy saving technology and renewable energy
technology are lower. In the construction phase, most indicator scores show a trend of decline, largely
because the technology used in the project cannot meet the requirement of energy conservation and
reuse. However, since the location of project is near the Xiangjiang River, the sewage disposal ability is
stronger; therefore, the score of water utilization rate is higher than others. In the operation phase,
comprehensive evaluation value goes downward again, mainly because of the limitations of the
project management and funding. Similarly, score of sewage pollution emissions is the highest one.
Thus, technology used in public projects has a significant influence on the low carbon. Based on the
evaluation results, we can take targeted measures to improve the carbon performance.
5. Conclusions
Environmental protection is the responsibility of each country over the long run, and the energy
utilization assessment is the key measure of low-carbon of public projects. The purpose of this study is
to establish an indicator system and a model to assess energy utilization of low-carbon in public projects.
In this paper, we set up an energy utilization of carbon performance indicator system in public projects,
which includes 27 indicators in three phases of the projects. Based on the indicator system, FAHP was
applied to cumulate weight of indicators and cloud model was used to process linguistic information
given by the experts, which cannot be assessed with explicit numerical values. Then, as an example,
the multi-purpose Xingjiang River project has been studied in detail. It can be seen that the indicator
system and the proposed model are feasible and effective. Through the analysis of the indicator scores,
it is obvious that the key to reduce carbon emission is to make full use of advanced technology, which
can reduce carbon emissions and damage to the environment to a large extent. Another important way
is to increase the renewable energy utilization. The indicator system that we established can be used as
an inspection reference for governments or project managers when monitoring and determining public
projects, and the proposed model can be seen as an alternative way to evaluate energy utilization of
carbon performance in public projects. This paper also supports the low carbon concept, which will
promote sustainable development of society, environment and economy.
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